
PERMA-TURF  

EXTREMELY DURABLE GREEN PAINT TO TURN FADED 

SYNTHETIC TURF LOOKING BRAND NEW. 
Unlike conventional paints PERMA-TURF is specifically formulated with a 

tested-proven high-performance resin to form an extremely tough and 

permanent bond with the hard to stick plastic filaments of synthetic turf 

athletic fields. Guaranteed not to flake or peel when correctly applied. 

Turn old faded bleached synthetic turf to a vibrant looking green. 

Permanently cover up old unwanted logos, lines and markings on 

synthetic turf and make it look like brand new. 

Priced by the gallon. Packaged in 1 and 5 gallon pails. 

PERMA-TURF is a high-performance proprietary coating designed 

especially for applications on synthetic turf. It is a fact that it is extremely 

difficult for conventional coatings or paints to permanently adhere to 

plastic filaments of synthetic turf athletic fields. PERMA-TURF, a one 

component solvent based coating that permanently adheres to all types 

of synthetic turf filaments. It is by far the best performing paint / coating 

than any product on the market. It can be applied by brush, roller and 

with any type of spray equipment that is designed to handle solvent 

based coating. It dries quickly and forms an extremely tenacious bond 

with all types of plastic surfaces and will not harm synthetic turf. 

 

 Use as green paint, green stain to rejuvenate old synthetic turf to make it look new. 

 Cover up old unwanted or sewn-in lines, painted logos and markings to make turf look 

uniformly green. 

 Refresh, renew, rejuvenate, repair, old faded bleached out synthetic field turf on site. 

 Save Money in repairing, protecting and making old synthetic turf look new rather than 

the cost of replacing it. 

 Being one component, it is easy to use. No mixing of components required. 

 Being a solvent based paint, it is FLAMMABLE. Follow all health and safety precautions 

during application and storage. 

 PERMA-TURF will permanently bond to synthetic turf filaments. No need for a clear top 

coat. 

 Customs shades of green available if needed for a perfect match. 

 


